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A Note on a Theorem by Parida and Sen

Sung-Mo Im and Won Kyu Kim

ABSTRACT. In a recent paper, Parida and Sen obtained a var
iational-like inequality. In this note, we obtain another vari- 
ational-like inequality using Fan’s minimax inequality [1] and 
Michael’s selection theorem [2]. Also we generalize the Parida- 
Sen theorem in Banach spaces.

In a recent paper [3], Parida and Sen obtained the following varia

tional-like inequality:

THEOREM [3]. Let S be a compact convex set in Rn, and C a 

closed convex set in Rp. Let V : S P(C) be upper semicontinuous 

and q!>:S〉〈CxS—今 B continuous. Suppose that

(i) y^x) > 0 for each x E S,

(ii) for each fixed (:r, y) E SxC,。(⑦, y,u) is quasi-convex inu E S.

Then there exists x E S7 y E V(^) such that

<》(石, y,x) > 0 for all x E S.

In this note, we obtain another variational-like inequality using 

Fan’s minimax inequality [1] and Michael’s selection theorem [2]. Also 

we generalize the Parida-Sen theorem in Banach spaces. Most of the 

definitions and terminologies of this paper can be found in Parida and 

Sen [3].

First we state the well-known minimax inequality due to Fan.

LEMMA (K. Fan [1]). Let S be a, compact convex set in a Haus- 

dorfF topological vector space. Let g be a real-valued continuous func

tion defined on S x S. If for each fixed x E S, 功(:r, y) is a quasi-convex 

function of y on S, then there exists a point x E S such that

> g(x,x) for all y E S.

Now we prove the following.
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THEOREM 1. Let S be a compact convex set in Rn, and C a closed 

convex set in Rp. Let V : S — P(C) be lower semicontinuous and 

(f):SxCxS—^R continuous. Suppose that for each fixed (:r, 이) € 
S x C, is quasi-convex in u E S. Then there exist x E S,

y G V(x) such that

《K臥 引 y) > <K臥 y, 조) for all y 三 S.

PROOF. By Michael’s selection theorem [2], there exists a contin

uous selection h(x) of V(x). Now we define g : S x S R by

g(x, y) := 0(文, h(x), y) for each (⑦, y) E S x S.

Then g satisfies the whole assumptions of the lemma, so that there 

exists a point x E S such that gr(g, y) > g(⑬ x) for all y E S. Therefore 

there exists 조 G S, 하 = h(호) € V(5)such that

0(5, y, y) > 0(조, y, x) for all y £ S.

It completes the proof.

REMARK. Parida and Sen obtained the same conclusion when V 

is upper semicontinuous [3], but in theorem 1, V is only assumed to 

be lower semicontinuous. Therefore, replacing the upper semiconti

nuity of V by the lower semicontinuity in [3], we can obtain several 

applications of Theorem 1.

Using the method of Parida and Sen, we prove a generalized varia

tional-like inequality, which is a generalization of Theorem 1 of [3].

THEOREM 2. Let C be a compact convex subset of a Banach space 

E and K be a closed convex subset of a Banach space F. Let S : 

C — 2허 be upper semicontinuous with each S(x) compact convex 
and T : (7 — 2C be upper semicontinuous with each T(x) compact 

convex. Let(I): C X、K X、C — R be continuous such that for each 

fixed (⑦,?/) E C x K, <》(:z:,j/,u) is quasi-concave inu EC.

Then there exist x E C, y E S(x) such that

0(고, 하, x) > <》(고, 하, x) for all x E T(正).
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PROOF. For each (⑦, y) G (7 x K, let

/(⑦, ?/) ：= p G TO) | W，y, s) = max </>(>, y, u) 
느 uET(x)

Then each f(x, y) is nonempty compact since T(rr) is compact and </> 

is continuous. Furthermore, each f(x, y) is convex since 0 is quasi

concave in u E C. Now we show that f(x,y) is upper semicontinuous 

on (7 x 7f. For each xq 6 C, yo 6 K, u E T(x()), since 싸 is continuous 

at (xo,y()jU), we can associate open neighborhoods Nu(xq), 7\『(y()h 

JV(iz) with :z：o, ?/o, =)respectively, such that

00, j/,u') < 0(a：o,yo,以) +

for every

x E Nu{xq), y G 2V(yo), u'e A『(u).

Since T(x()) is compact, it can be covered by n open neighborhoods 
n

N(ui) of Ui E T(xq) such that uq G T(:to) C (J N(ui). Let N := 

i=l
n
|J N(ui). Since T is upper semicontinuous, there exists an open

i=l __

neighborhood N(xq) of x()such that T(7\『(:r())) C N. Let N :=

N(xq) Pl ( be an open neighborhood of Xq. Then we 

have an open neighborhood N x A『(yo) of (文o,!/())• For each (:r,y) G 

N x 7V(j/o) and u G T(or), u G N(ui) for some i G {l,...,n} and 

x g NU{(x()) for all 1 < i < n, so that

(l)(x,y,u) < 0Oo,yo, 此) + 匕 < /(▽,!/()) +匕 for all 1 < z < n.

Therefore f is upper semicontinuous at (ar0, ?/o) E C X K.

Let G\ := (J S(x) be the image of S, then G\ is a compact subset 

xE.C
of K, so that G := co(Gi) is also compact convex in K. Define 
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F:CxG-^CxG be y) = (/(jr, ?/), S(x)) for each (x,y) E 

C x G- Then F is upper semicontinuous on C x G and each F(x,y) 

compact convex. By Fan’s fixed point theorem, there exists a point 

(x^y) E C x G such that (고,하) G y) = (/(호,하), S(호)), so that 

y G S(x) and(/>(호, 5)= max <》(효, 휴, w), i.e., <》(조, 하, 흐) > 中(리！)
:r GT*(i)

for all x E T(i). It completes the proof.

REMATKS. (1) If K is compact convex, then the given spaces E 

and F can be changed by locally convex HausdorfF topological vector 

spaces without affection the conclusion.

(2) By following the method of Parida and Sen, we can obtain some 

applications as in [3].
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